Introduction
PVM, Parallel Virtual Machine 7] , is a message-passing system that allows a collection of heterogeneous computers on a network to function as a virtual parallel computer. PVM supplies the functions to automatically start up tasks on the logical distributed-memory computer and allows the tasks to communicate and synchronize with each other. PVM is used by researchers to speed up computing applications by harnessing the power of workstations and supercomputers connected by a network. This report describes describes extensions made to PVM to support IP multicast as part of PVM's one-to-many communications protocol.
This report is a subset of a larger research e ort by Hall 9 ] that looked at many of the research issues in reliable multicast protocols. Research issues studied in adding IP multicast support to PVM include: multicast reliability delivery and response semantics group structure reliable multicast methodologies performance implications This report summarizes the choices made within these research issues. The following section describes multicast protocols. Section 3 describes the use of multicast in PVM, the extensions made to support IP multicast, and the e ects on performance. The nal section summarizes the current (1994) limitations of IP multicast in PVM and IP multicast on the Internet.
Multicast
Multicast communication is a mode of communication where one transmitter can be heard by many receivers. It is common in radio or satellite-based communication, but is even supported in digital communication systems such as local area networks (LANs). Though less common on wide area networks (WANs), recent multicast extensions to the Internet's protocol suite (IP) have spawned many research e orts to examine potential uses for wide-area multicast services.
Multicast and Broadcast on LANs and Multiprocessors
Many LANs support some form of multicasting. The CSMA/CD, token-bus, token-ring, FDDI and ATM LANs, and even ground and satellite radio systems have multicast capabilities 1].
The IEEE 802.2 LAN addressing standards provide multicast protocol as well as broadcast protocol for CSMA/CD, token-bus and token-ring LANs 1] . On a CSMA/CD LAN (e.g., an Ethernet LAN), the sender of a multicast packet uses the group address for the destination address. This address is determined by the high-order bit of the destination address. If the high-order bit is a one, then the address is a multicast address. The rest of the packet is lled with the multicast address for the group. The broadcast address consists of all one bits. If the high-order bit is a zero, the address is unicast and only the machine with that address will accept the message.
Once the sender's packet is placed on the network, all hosts in the same LAN can see the packet. Each station will check the packet's address against their own and then against that of each multicast group to which it belongs. If there is a match, the packet is accepted by the receiver and processed similarly to that of a unicast message. The matching is usually done in hardware.
Multicast and broadcast are used in a variety of applications. Satyanarayanan, et al. 17] have developed a le system, Coda, for large-scale distributed computing systems using workstations. When measuring bytes transferred, they found that the use of multicast reduced the network load. Ahamad and Belkeir 13] present a multicast-based process for load balancing in an Ethernet-type LAN using the multicast capabilities of the local network. Satyanarayanan and Siegel 16] describe a parallel remote procedure call MultiRPC. MultiRPC does not use true multicast; software ltering of broadcast packets simulates multicast.
Internet Protocol (IP) Multicast
Numerous works contributed to the development of IP multicast and the Internet MBONE. 1 In the 1984 RFC 2 919 8], Mogul proposed broadcast protocols for beste ort IP datagram broadcasting. Internet gateways were used to protect against any unwanted broadcasts. His work includes information on how to broadcast IP datagrams on local networks that support broadcast, how to address broadcasts, and how gateways manage them.
In the 1985 RFC947 11], Lebowitz and Mankins presented a problem of multi-1 MBONE is the Multicast backBONE of the Internet. 2 Request for Comments network broadcasting and the motivation for solving the problem. They stated that a shortcoming of broadcasting was that broadcast packets are only received by hosts on the physical network on which the packet was broadcast. Their solution was to use a broadcast repeater transparently relaying broadcast packets from one LAN to another and to forward broadcast packets to hosts on networks which do not support broadcasting at the link-level. The forwarder and repeater were implemented separately. Lebowitz and Mankins stated that a large amount of overhead was involved.
Other works more recent and closely related to IP multicast are the 1988 RFC1075 6] Distance Vector Routing Protocol which provides a routing protocol for IP multicast that most MBONE routers use and the 1989 RFC1112 22] Host Extensions for IP Multicasting which is the recommended standard for IP multicasting in the Internet. RFC 1112 provides protocols for addressing, sending and receiving IP multicast packets. IP multicast provides unreliable (best-e ort) delivery using UDP datagrams. IP multicast addressing is a key to multicasting in the Internet. IP multicast supports group communication in the Internet by using class D IP addresses. To travel within a LAN, the multicast address must be mapped to the local multicast address. Deering 22] details the procedure by which an IP host group address is mapped to LAN multicast addresses in order to send IP multicast datagrams into the LAN. In order to map an IP group address to an Ethernet multicast address, the low-order 23-bits of the IP address are placed into the low-order 23 bits of the Ethernet multicast address. Multicast routers control the forwarding of IP multicast datagrams between any two subnets supporting IP multicast.
Many IP multicast routing algorithms exist 24]. Currently DVMRP 6] is used to route multicast datagrams through the MBONE. IP multicast routers (mrouters) are necessary for routing packets through non-IP multicast routers; this is termed tunneling. Unlike unicast datagrams which could pass through any router in its path, an IP multicast packet must be encapsulated using the address of another mrouting host as the destination. The IP multicast packet can only travel from one subnet to another subnet if both subnets contain a working mrouter where both are directly connected or are connected via the MBONE. Being directly connected means that the packet is forwarded from the mrouter of one subnet to the mrouter of another subnet. Being connected through the MBONE means that there are one or more mrouters through which the packet passes other than the mrouters in the sender's and the receiver's subnet. All IP multicast routes are built manually.
IP multicasting often involves audio and video data which is bandwidth in-tense. The MBONE tools o er a non-traditional interactive teleconferencing media such as Network Video (nv/vic), Visual Audio Tool (vat) and a shared drawing whiteboard (wb). Nv, vat, and sd use unreliable IP multicast; wb provides its own reliable IP multicast protocol. As the number of IP multicast-capable machines grows, the need for applications which take advantage of IP multicast will also grow, and this can be a problem. According to Jacobson 5] , \The MBONE has a total of 500kb/s of bandwidth that has to be shared between 1200 networks and 10,000 hosts. To put that in perspective, 500kb/s is a total of 6 vat conversations or 4 nv video sessions."
2.3. Reliable Multicast Deering 22] states, \A multicast datagram is delivered to all members of its destination host group with the same best-e orts reliability as regular unicast IP datagrams." In building fault-tolerant software such as PVM, best-e ort reliability will not su ce, especially if one multicasts beyond the subnet where, the frequency of packet loss increases. In this section, literature about reliable multicast is reviewed. Pingali, et al. 23 ] compare three reliable multicast protocols. The rst protocol is a non-optimized positive acknowledgment-based protocol. The second protocol is a non-optimized negative acknowledgment-based protocol which uses unicast NAKs. The third protocol is a NAK-style protocol which Ramakrishnan and Jain developed for LANs and which Jacobson developed for WANs. This third protocol uses a multicast (or broadcast) NAK to reduce the amount of reverse-tra c.
In the ACK algorithm, the sender initiates the retransmission by timing-out while waiting for acknowledgments. As the number of receivers increases, the number of ACKs increases. Not only does this cause contention in the network, but the sender must take time to process each ACK. This protocol was found to have a lower throughput than the two negative acknowledgment protocols. However, it is much less complicated to implement.
In the NAK versions, the receiver initiates error control. As mentioned, the NAK protocols di er in the manner in which a NAK is returned. In the nonoptimal unicast NAK protocol when a host receiving multicast packets detects an error (e.g., a lost packet), a NAK is immediately sent to the transmitting host for which the error was detected. Using a NAK decreases the reverse tra c since a NAK is only sent when an error is detected.
In the multicast NAK protocol, a random time is set between discovering an error and sending a NAK. Before sending a NAK, the receiver checks whether or not the NAK has been multicast by another receiver. If so, it sets a timer and waits for the retransmission, else it sends the NAK. The NAK is sent via multicast to all members of the group. This decreases the number of NAKs being sent by receivers from as many as N down to at most one per multicast. According to Pingali et al., Jacobson has tried using the multicast NAK-style algorithm in a shared whiteboard. Of these three protocols, the multicast NAK protocol was found to have the highest throughput;
Hall 9] summarizes a number of applications that include multicast services, including VMTP 4] A second test involved implementing PVM in an ATM network using BSD sockets. The third and fourth tests involved implementing PVM in an ATM network using di erent versions of the Fore Systems' ATM API library (FSAA) with the necessary changes to PVM. FSAA which provides the socketlike interface for ATM messages is a lower-layer protocol than BSD sockets. FSAA is a connection-oriented service in which the connection must be made before data is exchanged.
Although the multicast process was altered for the tests, PVM's acknowledgment protocol remained the same. In phase I of each test, a task ID list is sent to each remote pvmd. The list contains the IDs for all tasks on the same host as the remote pvmd which are to receive the multicast packet; this is normal for PVM. In phase II, rst normal PVM procedures were used to multicast the data; N serial sends were sent to N remote pvmds. Then PVM was re-implemented such that N simultaneous sends were made to N remote pvmds. In the serial version of phase II, all ATM/PVM tests had a throughput of about 7Mbps; the Ethernet/PVM test had a throughput of about 4Mbps. In the parallel versions of phase II, the ATM/FSAA/PVM tests provided the highest throughput of about 27Mbps, which is about half the maximumthroughput of the ATM/FSAA system alone. The ATM/BSD/PVM test had a throughput of approximately 20Mbps.
The Ethernet/PVM test had a throughput of about 8Mbps.
Reliable IP multicast in PVM.
The need to solve scienti c problems quickly has led to the development of parallel computing 10]. Many parallel computers use multiple processors connected by very short communication links all within one frame. Parallel computers allow parts of a problem (tasks) that can be executed independently of each other to be distributed over many processors. Message-passing routines are used for communication among the processors. In general, parallel computers are expensive. Due to the demand for a less expensive parallel computer and the development of e cient, inexpensive, high speed computers (e.g., workstations) and networks, distributed operating systems were developed to run on LANs. Within a distributed operating system, hosts use message-passing routines to communicate. A group of computers connected by a distributed operating system work together to form a multiprocessor. In addition to workstations, a distributed operating system may be used to connect mainframes and/or multiprocessors.
The Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) is a message-passing system which works like a distributed operating system, but usually it runs on top of the existing operating systems (e.g. Unix) 19]. PVM does not provide a le system or memory manager. Since PVM joins physically separate and architecturally di erent machines over a LAN or a WAN, it is called a virtual machine. The hosts in the PVM do not have to be in the same LAN, but there does have to be some type of internetwork between them in order to pass messages.
The PVM library (libpvm) allows user applications (tasks) written in C or FORTRAN to communicate with the local PVM daemon (pvmd) or remote pvmds and remote tasks easily. Most communication between tasks is relayed via pvmdto-pvmd communication. The libpvm provides an interface between the task and the pvmd. In addition to routing and controlling messages, the pvmd provides authentication, process control and fault detection 19]. The rst pvmd that is started manually by the user is the master. The master can add, delete, or recon gure slaves; other than these jobs, the slaves function like the master. PVM version 3.2.6 provides a multicasting routine, pvm mcast(). This routine forwards the receivers' task identi ers, TIDs, to the local pvmd and then receives back the group identi cation, GID. The function then forwards the multicast message with the GID to the local pvmd. This pvmd rst sends the TIDs and the GID to the appropriate pvmd, and then sends the message via unicast messages to those pvmds (see section 4.2.2 for further details). Also, PVM provides a special library, libgpvm, for group communication. This allows the user to identify groups by a number from 0 to (p?1) where p is the number of tasks. To send to a group, the user calls pvm bcast() using the group identi cation, GID. The pvm bcast() relays the message to the local pvmd. This pvmd in turn processes the incoming request in the same manner it would a pvm mcast() request.
Several mechanisms for delivering multi-daemon-destination messages have been considered by the PVM development group. Broadcast has been examined as perhaps a more e cient method in sending a multi-destination PVM message than a one-to-all unicast method. The results of the broadcast study were very good especially for larger message and receiver set sizes 25]. However, with a broadcast, all machines on the LAN, even those not using PVM, receive the packet. Broadcast is also limited to hosts on a LAN and does not work over a WAN. Some PVM version 2's use a spanning-tree algorithm much like that used by the hypercube in order to perform multicasting. However, later versions (3.0-3.3) returned to the one-to-all fanout approach to perform more robustly. IP multicast permits a single message to reach a subset of hosts on both a LAN or a WAN. If the host is not a member of the multicast group, it ignores the message. So, IP multicast should be a suitable delivery mechanism for PVM.
IP multicast was implemented reliably in PVM and was compared to the unicast-based function pvm mcast() which is currently used for multicasting in PVM. The objective was to understand the issues involved in using reliable multicast protocol in a real application and to measure and analyze any performance improvements in reliable IP multicast.
3.1. Multicast in PVM 3.1.1. PVM message-passing At the application level, sending a PVM version 3.2.6 message consists of three steps. The task must rst initialize a send bu er by a call to pvm initsend() or pvm mkbuf(). Then, the task must pack the message into the bu er using one or more PVM packing routines (i.e., pvm pk ()). Finally, the bu ered message is sent to another task by either calling the pvm send() routine for unicasting or the pvm mcast() routine for multicasting.
Receiving a PVM message consists of at least two steps. Optionally, one may use pvm bu nfo() to receive information about a particular message. To actually receive the message, either pvm recv() or pvm nrecv() (a non-blocking receive) can be called. Then, the received message must be unpacked by using pvm upk ().
Both the pvm send() and pvm mcast() routines communicate with remote pvmds and tasks by rst sending the message to the local pvmd via Unix domain datagram socket (see Figure 3 .1). The message is then sent to the appropriate receiving pvmd(s) via a UDP socket. The message is then sent to the remote pvmd and nally to the appropriate task(s) on the same host. The sending pvmd retransmits the message until it receives an ACK or until the number of retries reaches the maximum. Upon receipt of the ACK the message is removed from the output queue. If the message is not ACKed by the last re-try, the message is dequeued, and the remote pvmd is assumed to be dead. The sending pvmd informs all other pvmds of the problem, and the downed pvmd is deleted from the PVM host tables. The receiving pvmd replaces the ACK number with the sequence number and returns an ACK for the packet to the sending pvmd. The receiving pvmd will then forward any messages destined for tasks on its host. A task may receive a message by calling a receive routine and then unpacking each of the packed items. The message may be received from a speci c source with a speci c message tag, or from any source with a speci c message tag, or from a speci c source with any message tag.
PVM's pvm mcast() protocol
The function pvm mcast(), a part of the libpvm, is used by a task for multicasting a message. PVM version 3's daemon uses multi-unicasts (a one-to-n fanout multicasting algorithm) to reliably send a task-initiated message to multiple destinations. Some earlier versions use a spanning-tree algorithm. In this section, the following are discussed: forming a multicast address, initiating a multicast message, and sending a multicast message in PVM. The decision for choosing the one-to-n fanout algorithm is also discussed.
PVM multicast address
Within the PVM system, a task identi er (TID) is used to address tasks, groups of tasks, and pvmds. With its G bit set to one, the TID represents a group address or GID. The GID is formed by the pvmd. A new GID is formed for each multicast message; any discarded GIDs may eventually be reused. The multicast descriptor, struct mca, stores information about all active multicasts. As with all TIDs, the H eld is set to the value of the host index for the local host. The L eld is set to the value of a counter which is incremented for each multicast. The main di erence between a non-multicast task identi er and a GID is the setting of the G bit.
Initiating multicast
The multicast message is initiated by a request with a code of TM MCA sent from the task via libpvm's pvm mcast() to the local pvmd. The request contains a list of task identi ers, the multicast group, for all tasks (recipient-tasks) which are to receive the multicast message. Thus, PVM uses a closed group scheme. This list can change each time a new multicast message is sent making the groups dynamic. However, once the TM MCA message is formed, no other task may join the group. The message is passed to the pvmd's tm mca() function which forms the GID and a new mca. Also, the list is sorted according to the host index and checked for duplicate or erroneous TIDs. The information is stored in the mca.
The pvmd replies with the GID to the requesting task, and then sends a message with a code of DM MCA to remote pvmds (recipient-pvmds) which have tasks in the group. The DM MCA message contains the GID and the TIDs of tasks in the multicast group which are on the same host as the recipient-pvmd. The receiving pvmd's dm mca() function processes the information and each forms a local mca in order to know which tasks are to receive the multicast message (see
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Sending multicast
Upon receipt of the GID, pvm mcast() then sends the multicast message to the local pvmd, using the GID (see Step II of Figure 3 .2). When the local pvmd receives the message from the sending task, the routing layer of the pvmd prepares a packet descriptor, struct pkt, one for each local recipient-task and one for each remote recipient-pvmd. The pkt stores information, for use in timing out, sequencing, and acknowledging the message as well as a copy of the message. Each message is placed on a queue. PVM then unicasts each message to the proper recipient. When a multicast packet arrives at a recipient-pvmd, it is ACKed by the pvmd, and it is then duplicated and sent to each recipient-task on the same host (see Step II of Figure 3 .2). When these pvmds detect the packet with the end-of-message (EOM) bit set, they remove the mca. Because of PVM's reliability measures, the multicast address and data packets will arrive in proper order at each destination.
PVM Multicast routing
A spanning-tree algorithm was used in some Version 2 packages to deliver multicast messages because it decreases the contention on the Ethernet for a particular host. The spanning-tree divides the sends among the hosts in the PVM. Therefore, while one host may be waiting to send, another host can send. To implement the spanning-tree algorithm, each pvmd is identi ed by a node number from 0 to (n ? 1) , where n represents the number of nodes. A bit-wise operation on the node number determines the children of each node as is done in the Hypercube. The ACKs were sent directly to the root of the tree. There were several drawbacks to using a spanning-tree in PVM. For instance, extra logic is required to handle the case when a machine on the interior of the tree goes down. Extra work is involved in determining who did not receive the multicast message. One must determine whether the node failed before or after a multicast was sent. One must determine whether all, none, or part of the children received the message. Also, a recovery process involving eliminating the failed machine and eventually re-sending the message to those who lost it must be completed. Due to its robustness, the one-to-n fanout was re-implemented in PVM version 3. This ensures that the failure of one host will not cause the loss of messages except for the ones to that host. Also, fault-tolerance is simpli ed.
Adding IP multicast to PVM
As noted in section 2, e ciently implementing reliable multicast is a matter of open research. There are advantages and disadvantages to both NAK-based and ACK-based reliablity models. Since a positive acknowledgement system already exists in PVM's pvmd-to-pvmd communications, it was decided to use that system to implement reliable IP multicast in PVM.
The pvm ipmcast() protocol
Reliable IP multicast was added to PVM with pvm ipmcast(). It was hoped that using IP multicast would decrease out-going tra c and contention, and improve PVM's performance for multicasting. Just like pvm mcast(), pvm ipmcast() is part of libpvm, and works with the pvmd to send a single message to multiple destinations. Only a slight di erence between the two functions exists in the libpvm. Most of the changes were made to the pvmd. In the following section, implementation issues are discussed, such as making the IP multicast socket, initiating an IP multicast message, sending an IP multicast message, and acknowledging the message.
IP multicast socket
In PVM's mksocs() routine in startup.c, several sockets are made. The netsock socket is used for pvmd-to-pvmd communication. The ppnetsock socket is used for pvmd-to-pvmd 0 communication where pvmd 0 is a daemon process spawned by the master pvmd in order to start slave pvmds. The loclsock socket is used for task-to-pvmd communication. The mnetsock socket was added for pvmd-to-pvmd IP multicast communication. Now, the pvmds not only have to listen to the usual sockets, but also must listen to the IP multicast socket.
The IP multicast loop-back option was set to zero, which means the sender will not receive its own multicast messages. The sender must know what address and port number on which the receiver will be listening. In this study, the IP multicast address and the port numbers were static. For testing purposes, this was helpful, since one would always know what address and port number to watch while using network debugging tools. However, for general use, this will cause problems, especially if two users on the same network choose the same values.
Initiating IP multicast
Pvm mcast() was not removed from the libpvm. Most of the changes were made to the pvmd. The pvmd can distinguish between those packets to be sent via one-ton fanout from those to be sent via IP multicast. As for the libpvm, pvm ipmcast() is virtually the same as pvm mcast(). However, instead of sending the TM MCA code to the local pvmd to request a GID, pvm ipmcast() sends the TM IP MCA code. This allows the pvmd to di erentiate between the two types of multicast messages. The task identi ers contained in the request are sorted and checked as before. Also, the GID is returned to the initiating task and the DM MCA message is sent to recipient-pvmds as before.
Sending IP multicast
In order to satisfy PVM's design criteria, IP multicast was implemented reliably. In this implementation, IP multicast was inserted in such a way that few changes were made to PVM's logic. Most of the changes were made to the PVM routines loclinpkt(), netoutput() and netinput() found in pvmd.c. Instead of duplicating the ACK process, the ACK protocol of PVM was changed slightly to be used for the IP multicast acknowledgments needed by a reliable multicast protocol. This kept the changes to PVM modest, which was preferable.
In the loclinpkt() function, in addition to the normal pkt descriptors for unicast copies (subsequently denoted by pkt u ), a pkt (subsequently denoted by pkt m ) was formed whose packet GID H eld was set to the local host index. This pkt m was used as the IP multicast packet descriptor. The local pvmd controlled the removal of the IP multicast packet from the queue by setting the appropriate ACK information for this pkt m when necessary.
While the other pkt u s were being formed, a descriptor (struct ip info) stored a pointer to the sequence number for each remote pvmd. As well, when the IP multicast pkt m was formed, information (e.g., the GID, an IP multicast counter, and an ACK counter) was recorded in the ip info. The pkt u s containing unicast copies were formed as they would be in pvm mcast() with a couple of changes. In case more than one task was multicasting from a particular host, each of these pkt u s contained an identifying number, pk mca num. This allowed the ip info to be updated correctly when a multicast packet was ACKed. As well, an IP multicast marker, pk ipmca, was set to one so that the netinput() function could determine if the ACK was for an IP multicast packet. These pkt u s were used not only to store the ACK information, but were also used as back-up pkt u s to the IP multicast pkt m . If the pkt m packet was removed from the queue before a back-up pkt u was ACKed, this back-up pkt u packet was sent as it would be in pvm mcast() via unicast to the intended receiver.
Presently, due to the way in which the unicast back-up pkt u s were allowed to collect the ACK data, the appropriate sequence number had to be sent to the recipient-pvmd in order for the ACK to be formed properly. This information was sent in the multicast packet. In the netoutput() function of the pvmd, when the IP multicast packet was encountered, the sequence numbers for the unicast packets were copied from ip info to the tail of the packet header. The header size had to be increased for this, and this limited the number of receivers which could be used. Then the packet was sent using the IP multicast address and port numbers on the mnetsock socket (see Figure 3. 3). If an ACK was received for a multicast packet, then a zero was placed in the ip info's sequence number slot for the ACK's sequence number. The unicast copies held in the pkt u s were only sent if the IP multicast packet timed out. The recipient-pvmds listening for incoming packets would receive the IP multicast packet on their mnetsock. This was how the recipient was able to tell that the incoming packet was an IP multicast packet. When the netinput() function was called, the sequence numbers were rst removed from the tail of the header of the packet. The number belonging to the particular pvmd was stored as the sequence number for the incoming packet. If the new sequence number was zero, the function returned to its calling function decreasing the amount of reverse tra c, else the packet was processed as it would be in the non-IP multicast routine.
If the IP multicast message was still in the queue when netoutput() was called again, the function rst checked the ip info to determine whether or not the multicast packet had been successful; then it checked to see if the number of multicast retries (M) was greater than the maximum number of retries (R). If both were false, the IP multicast packet was re-sent. However, if either was true, the descriptor's information for that packet was ushed, and the packet was ACKed by the local pvmd. Any remaining unACKed back-up packets were sent via unicast at this point.
Acknowledging IP multicast
Upon receipt of an ACK, the pvmd checked to see if the ACK was for an unACKed packet in the queue. If so, then the pkt u that was to receive that ACKs information was checked to determine whether or not it was an IP multicast packet. If it was, then the ip info ACK information for this particular IP multicast packet was incremented in order to keep track of the ACKs. This was how the IP multicast packet could detect how many ACKs had been received. 
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PVM IP multicast Performance
The goal for implementing reliable IP multicast in PVM was to determine whether it would improve performance, particularly for larger message sizes and a larger number of receivers. The ACK-based protocol was tested without PVM on both local and wide-area networks 9], and a performance model was developed to predict speedup of multicast communication over unicast. The testing illustrated that performance was sensitive to packet size, network load, and multicastrouting hops (ttl) 9]. The tests of the reliable multicast protocol and the model suggested that reliable IP multicast should provide better communication performance than a unicast-based multicast. However, the performance of the IP multicast, pvm ipmcast(), function that was developed as part of this study was slightly worse on average for the LAN when compared to PVM's multiple unicast version, pvm mcast(), and the IP multicast version for the WAN was much worse.
As the number of hops through the Internet increased, the performance of the reliable IP multicast in PVM deteriorated greatly. The performance problems mentioned above and several factors mentioned below may have led to decreased performance of the reliable multicast protocol in PVM. For instance, the DM MCA message must be accepted by a receiver before the IP multicast packet can be accepted. Therefore, the IP multicast packets are hampered by these initial unicast control packets. Also, the IP multicast process incurs overhead in addition to the normal PVM packet processing. For instance, the ip info IP multicast descriptor must be properly lled for each multicast message, and the ACKs for multicast packets must be counted so that necessary retransmissions occur properly. In addition, the process that was used for determining a retransmission method may have caused unnecessary waiting. As well, the receivers of a multicast packet must check the packet header for the appropriate sequence number to determine whether to continue processing the packet. Due to this, IP multicast in PVM does not conform to our model except that as the number of receivers increases time increases at a slower rate for IP multicast than for multiple unicasts.
LAN Performance of pvm ipmcast()
On the LAN using 2, 4, 6 or 8 receivers each at UTK/CS and at ORNL and a 1024-byte message, the pvm mcast() messages are faster than the pvm ipmcast() messages on average by 2 to 20 ms (see Figure 3.4) . Also, comparing these results to the standalone reliable multicast protocol test 9], both IP multicast and multiple unicast methods incur overhead due to PVM. The additional IP multicast overhead and restrictions appear to decrease the IP multicast performance further. 
WAN Performance of pvm ipmcast()
On the directly-connected WAN using 1, 2, 3 or 4 receivers each at UTK/CS and at ORNL and a 1024-byte message, PVM's pvm mcast() outperformed the pvm ipmcast() by 5 to 10 ms for a ttl of 18 (see Figure 3 .5) and by about 400 ms for a ttl of 76 (see Figure 3 .6), except in the case of eight receivers where they perform about the same. For the IP multicast version the increase in time as the number of receivers increases is a slower rate than that of the non-IP multicast version. In these PVM WAN studies, IP multicast began much worse than multiple unicast, but as the number of clients increased, the di erence in their performance decreased. For the WAN, not only do the problems mentioned in the subsection above exist, but also the numerous hops through the MBONE and it's mrouters add to the latency for large ttls. Due to this, comparisons between IP multicast via the MBONE and multiple unicast in a WAN may not always be fair at the present time.
Since PVM is to be used as a parallel machine, speed is a major factor. The implementation of the reliable IP multicast protocol in PVM does not provide the speed-up which was desired because only the multiple unicasts were replaced with IP multicast and not much else was altered. Some of the reasons for limited IP multicast performance are examined in the next section. 
Summary
Although many view the MBONE as a production model, there are still many problems to be solved and new uses to be found. In this research, several questions about reliable IP multicast were addressed. Those ndings are reviewed below, as well as limitations and future work in IP multicast. The machines used in the test environment had to be IP multicast-capable. Since none of the machines in the test con guration came with kernel support in place, each machine had to have its kernel rebuilt using the IP multicast software. The use of the IP multicast socket options were described for setting the maximum hop count ttl and for joining the multicast group. In addition, each subnet had to have an mrouter for forwarding packets. Multiple mrouters on the same LAN caused long periods of packet loss. Currently, the routes are implemented manually via the /etc/mrouted.conf le.
Problems relating to the WAN used in the performance tests were discovered during these experiments. Part of the problem is believed to be caused by DVMRP multicast routers located on hosts at UTK/UTCC and UTK/CS that are connected by a bridge. Also, since IP multicast is fairly new, bugs still exist in some of the software. Another problem had to do with the number of hops through the MBONE, which decreased performance. Currently, the IP multicast performance over a WAN is limited by the number of hops. For each hop, there is an increased probability that a packet may be lost. An IP multicast packet traveling from one subnet to another may have to travel many times further than a unicast packet would between the same subnets. As the number of mrouters increases and the IP multicast path is shortened, this should not be as much of a problem.
Many reliable multicast protocols exist. However, most protocols have been developed for LANs where the kernels of the machines were altered or for speci c multicast programs, such as Jacobson's whiteboard program. Therefore, the reliable multicast protocol in this study was written keeping in mind that it would be implemented in PVM. Several items that exist in PVM were not duplicated during the implementation of the reliable multicast protocol, such as special addressing for multicast packets, ordering of packets, and task protocol. Also, PVM's positive acknowledgment protocol was used as the basis of the ACKs for the reliable multicast protocol.
Finally, the performance of reliable IP multicast was examined. Reliable IP multicast worked well in the LAN used in this study. For larger packet and receiver set sizes, IP multicast was much better than multiple unicasts. However, as the number of multicast-router hops increased on the WAN, IP multicast performance deteriorated. The performance of IP multicast in PVM was also disappointing. In order to implement the reliable multicast protocol in PVM and to obtain an improvement over what already exists, major changes to PVM's logic would need to be made, such as providing an IP multicast sequence number that would allow only the IP multicast packet's pkt to receive all the multicast ACK information. When the IP multicast pkt is dequeued, only the unicast back-up pkts that are needed for unicast retransmissions would need to be formed. In PVM, there also needs to be a process for discovering mrouter problems. In the case where an mrouter is down, all pvm ipmcast() requests could automatically be processed as pvm mcast() requests. In addition, when the number of IP multicasts to a virtually static group is large, providing a less dynamic multicast group would decrease the number of DM MCA messages and could decrease any delays due to a receiver discarding an IP multicast packet which could arrive before the DM MCA message. As the single echo tests showed 9], IP multicast improves over multiple unicasts as the number of receivers increase. It is possible PVM pvm ipmcast() performance would have surpassed pvm mcast() with more than eight receivers, but the resources to conduct such tests were not available.
Limitations
There are several drawbacks to using IP multicast. Many of the problems are related to management, privacy, and reliability. Another issue is that IP multicast is not widely available. Also, no easy manner exists in which IP multicast addresses and port numbers can be generated through the application. In addition, there are major steps yet to be made in the routing of IP multicast and in increasing its bandwidth. These issues are discussed further in the following sections.
Control
IP multicast is very new, and there are many problems that have not yet been solved. Since there is a lack of vendor support, most problems are being solved through a collective e ort. Usually problems, concerns, questions, etc. are posted to mailing lists (e.g., mbone@ISI.EDU) where other MBONE users may help. Such lists are a source of information on conference scheduling or the latest tools. One problem is the lack of control on the MBONE. Other than peer pressure, nothing automatically manages the operation of the MBONE. The use of low ttl values at the application level does help in keeping local multicast tra c from ooding the Internet. An additional problem is that IP multicast does not currently provide privacy; this is left for the user to provide. Plus, IP multicast sockets are UDP-based, which means that the MBONE only provides a best-e ort service. Presently, most MBONE tools are best-e ort. The user is responsible for any necessary reliability, privacy and control measures, as well as scheduling an event.
Availability
Currently, there are very few machines that are IP multicast capable. Mosedale 5] lists locations for obtaining software for recon guring some machines, information on connecting to the MBONE, and information about obtaining and using MBONE tools. According to Mosedale, the following come with kernel support in place: Solaris (2.1+), BSD/386 (1.1+), DEC OSF/1 (2.0+), and IRIX (4.0+). For some systems that do not support IP multicast, software for recon guring the kernel exists. All of the machines used in this research had to be recon gured. Also, one IP multicast-capable machine per subnet had to run the mrouted program to route multicast packets since routers in general are not capable of routing IP multicast packets.
Address and Port assignments
In this work, the address and port number were static. For testing purposes this was helpful because one would always know what address and port number to watch while using network debugging tools. For general use, this will cause problems especially if two users on the same network choose the same values.
A better way to choose these numbers is through random selection, but there will be clashes all too soon according to the birthday e ect. To use McCanne and Jacobson's sd 15] program, which greatly reduces the occurrence of an address/port clash, would be a better way of selecting these numbers. Sd randomly generates the numbers, and it avoids selecting those numbers that it hears in advertisements from other sites. However, sd does not currently have an application interface. To use sd with an application, one would need to enter the data as command line arguments, or the application would have to prompt the user for the information. According to Stephen Casner 3 , the authors of sd plan to make a program interface. This would mean that a program would not have to generate its own address and port number or input the data manually. Also, although there may be no clashes between the host from which sd was run, there possibly could be clashes for other hosts in the multicast group if those hosts are not within the same subnet. In this case, one may wish to test the address/port numbers for all hosts in a particular multicast group when using a WAN.
Bandwidth and Routing
Currently, the MBONE's bandwidth is only about 500kbps. As IP multicast and the multimedia applications that use it becomes more widely used, the need for more bandwidth will increase. Smarter multicast routing algorithms can prune back multicast tra c associated with inactive sessions and thus make better use of existing bandwidth. Researchers are already looking into making IP multicast routers more widely available which should decrease the number of hops and increase the available bandwidth.
If speed-up is the objective, reliable IP multicast over a WAN is not ready for production. Since IP multicast relies on specialized routers that are few in number compared to ordinary routers, an IP multicast packet incurs a large amount of overhead on a WAN. For instance, encapsulating a packet to be forwarded from one mrouter to another adds a small cost that unicast packets do not have. In addition, this cost is increased for each hop through the MBONE. In many cases, the IP multicast packet may have to travel hundreds of miles through the MBONE while a unicast packet with the same source and destination may travel only tens of miles. As well, for each hop, the probability of a packet being lost may increase.
Future Work
The MBONE's use is increasing rapidly. Internet users are discovering the uses or new uses for the MBONE. However, for it to grow, problems need to be solved and limitations overcome. To provide reliable IP multicast to the entire MBONE community, several things need to happen. An RFC for a reliable IP multicast protocol is needed such that reliability can be easily provided to MBONE applications and in order to standardize the method. More reliable IP multicast software and tools are needed before the MBONE can move into commercial use. A dynamic address and port server with which applications can interface is also needed. More IP multicast routers are needed in order to increase the bandwidth and decrease the number of hops through the MBONE making reliable IP multicast more competitive. Changes such as these would prepare IP multicast for production use.
For the current status and availability of IP multicast in PVM, the reader is invited to visit http://www.epm.ornl.gov/pvm.
